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Preventing security violation incidents or collecting dependable system audit trails for post incidents requires

successfully detecting anomaly-based abnormal or intrusion activities. However, properly positioning the necessary
tools for maximum detection can be inelegant and limited for systems that can be formed and destroyed on demand,

such as the cloud. In this paper, we present a simplified taxonomy to aid targeted intrusion detection system

deployments in cloud platforms. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we show two stealthy
intrusion schemes and a preventive and adoptable detection strategy using Virtual Machine Introspection in a

realistic use case scenario.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a cost-efficient computing paradigm that can scale up and down on demand
with limited system management or maintenance requirements. This system management sim-
plification is due to the structured building blocks and the hierarchical deployment models of
the cloud. The three widely accepted cloud platform categories are; a private cloud, built in
within organizational boundaries; a public cloud, typically rented from commercial companies
(e.g. Amazon, RackSpace, HP, Google and Microsoft); a hybrid cloud that provides a compo-
sition of private and public solutions. Within each of these platform categories lie three service
deployment models similar to the utility services, pay-as-you-go service fee model: Software-as-
a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).

The main difference between the three service deployment models is the level of administrative
responsibility for managing and maintaining the cloud systems between the cloud user and the
cloud provider. For example, for SaaS, the software is a fee-based offered by the cloud provider,
i.e. salesforce.com. For PaaS in public clouds, for example, some applications (e.g., web-servers)
can be deployed with little or no cloud conformance or modification requirements where the
management/maintenance responsibilities are left to the cloud provider. Additional management
responsibilities are transferred to the user for the IaaS model.

Given the economic benefits of the cloud, a recent survey on Cloud Adaptation and Trends for
2013 [Averest et al. 2013] showed that security is the major drawback for taking full advantage
of the cloud. One of the main reasons is that traditional defensive security techniques have failed
to prevent undesired system activities or denying attackers from gaining control of the system.
For example, the impact of the cyber attack on Target, Sony, and others [Granville . Feb, 2015]
clearly show such security failures.

Since protecting systems in dynamic platforms (i.e. cloud) with the traditional security tools
and techniques is increasingly challenging, one common defensive scheme is to continually monitor
anomalous system behavior for intrusion in order to prevent security violation incidents or reduce
its impact once it happens using an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). However, existing IDS
techniques are ad-hoc and ill-suited to properly map to cloud platforms, for example, advanced
network-level IDS work has never been deployed in realistic settings [Catania et al. 2012].

The different deployment models further complicate the security problems [Subashini et al.
2011]. Clearly, one of the main reason is that the deployment models have contributed abstraction
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layers that further complicate IDS deployment. Such abstractions is widely accepted, due to its
financial benefits of reducing IT operational costs, simplifying system integration, and ease of
system deployment managements in global scale. Consequently, dictate the type and the IDS
positioning for a given platform. Thus, we believe a simplified IDS taxonomy to easily map the
different deployment models is critical.

In this paper, we present a general simplified taxonomy for IDS solutions and cloud service
deployments to enable targeted IDS positioning in such environments. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is an area that has yet been explored, thus, the key contribution of our work. In
section 2, we give a brief background overview of cloud computing ecosystems and its threat
models, followed by the state-of-the-art IDS and its limitations. We present the taxonomy and
the targeted IDS scheme in section 3. In section 4, we present a use case scenario of an attack
and preventive IDS scheme to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. We discuss
related work and conclusion in sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section we give a brief overview of cloud ecosystem and IDS solutions to set the context
of targeted deployments of such environments.

2.1 Cloud Eco-System

The key promise of cloud utilization is the cost effectiveness of the computing resources that can
scale up/down on demand, referred as pay-as-you-go elastic computing. While on-demand elastic-
ity of computing resources enabled by the cloud is undeniably useful, its increasingly challenging
to guarantee provable reliability due to the increased cyber attacks and transient hardware and
software design faults inherent on the commercial-off-the-shelf hardware built on such infras-
tructures. Furthermore, the architectural blue print of the service deployment models further
complicate the security issues. A survey of the security issues in service models is reported in
[Subashini et al. 2011].

On the other hand, such infrastructures also provide unprecedented security capabilities, en-
abled by the structured underlying computing architecture and virtualization to safeguard sys-
tems that were not known to non-virtualized domains. Virtualization enables isolating many
operating systems and applications to run on multiple instances on the same physical hardware,
referred to as multi-tenancy.

The Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs), or hypervisor, is the machinery that enables resource
virtualization. In additon, the VMM enables intercepting the communication between the virtual
requests and the available physical resources. This is known as Virtual Machine Introspection
(VMI) which affords an opportunity to leverage as an intrusion prevention tool. However, VMI-
based solutions are only suitable at IaaS abstraction layer deployments, not PaaS and SaaS.
For other deployment models, the cloud providers typically employ similar or proprietary IDS
schemes which we will not discuss in this work. We present a lightweight, VMI-based IDS solution
to illustrate how our proposed simplified IDS taxonomy maps to a targeted IaaS deployment.

2.2 Threat Models

Since our work develops taxonomy for mapping a VMI-based IDS solution to cloud platforms, we
consider the standard assumption of cloud threat model, a node/VM compromise. To illustrate
the preventive strategy using the proposed IDS solution and its mapping scheme, we consider
an adversary that gains full control/privilege of a virtual machine undetected by the traditional
defensive mechanisms, a valid assumption in cyber space. The adversary can be a user with
physical access to the guest VM node (not the hypervisors), escalated privilege, or even an
escaped tenant from the neighboring VM.

We assume that hypervisors/VMMs are secure. We also assume the cloud provider’s software
management stack is secure, especially when managing cloud resources such as provisioning and
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de-provisioning instances as well as virtual introspection. Clearly, the threat model can be seen
as the cloud providers problem space; however, this can also be found in the problem space of
private cloud as we show in our prototype in the evaluation section (Section 4).

2.3 Intrusion Detection Systems

There has been a wide array of IDS work in the past few years; a comprehensive review is given
in [liao et al. 2013]. Special treatment of the network-level IDS current techniques and open
issues is given in [Catania et al. 2012] and deployment strategies for selected IDS techniques
are presented in this survey [modi et al. 2010]. Other notable techniques employed by the cloud
providers include techniques to independently collect monitoring information at different levels of
granularity to address the relationship behavior between the VMs rather than anomalies [Wang
et al. 2010].

For network-level IDS schemes, also in IaaS service model, the timely collection of network
traffic and deriving the conclusion for determining the correct anomalous behavior is critical.
Yet, these decisions are not 100% accurate; some cases drop to 80% [Goldszmidt et al. 2011]
which is unacceptable to some applications. Furthermore, the accuracy of detecting a threat
is hindered as the systems grow (i.e. scalability issues). Typically, most applications are built
with components authored by different developers who choose what to log [Xu et al. 2009] which
further contributes to the volume of collected data that needs to be automatically analyzed in
a timely manner with high accuracy; a problem further worsened if the data is unstructured.
Labelling and associating such data to derive an accurate anomalous behavior typically poses a
greater challenge.

One common theme among all state-of-the-art IDS solutions is that they are designed for one
layer of abstraction of the cloud; thus, they require tweaks to accommodate other threats and
layers across the infrastructure. Therefore, its prudent to position in the most effective spot in
order to adapt to changes in any given threat. In this work, we propose a simplified methodology
for mapping IDS techniques to a cloud platform in order to target the most effective spot to adopt
new preventive strategies upon detecting a successful intrusion of a given threat while reducing
data collection in variety of system areas.

3. TARGETED IDS DEPLOYMENTS

Targeted IDS deployments in cloud environments require mapping IDS solutions to specific layers
of abstraction of the cloud. However, such mapping is not one-to-one. In this section, we classify
existing IDS solutions in relation to cloud types and service deployment models to simplify such
mappings.

3.1 Mapping IDS Taxonomy to Cloud Service Models

Typically, IDS solutions in the literature are classified as network or host-based. For cloud
computing environments, there are guests on top of the hosts and the network which are not
accessible to service models; SaaS and PaaS. Therefore, such classifications lags on mapping IDS
solutions to a proper cloud service deployment model. An overview of an extended IDS taxonomy
is given in [liao et al. 2013]. In relation to cloud deployment models, we introduce a simplified
IDS taxonomy;System, Data and Implementation Scheme depicted as three rollers in Figure 1
below on the left and, on the right, cloud deployment models are depicted as layered rings.

In Figure 1, private and public cloud flavours are depicted in the left and right quadrants
of the rings, respectively. Combing the use of the two produces the hybrid model, represented
in the bottom half. At the core of the cloud platform, the inner ring, represents the hardware
and networking where a hypervisor is used to virtualize the underlying resources, depicted as
the second ring. On top of the hypervisor, are the three service delivery models; IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS respectively. The short double arrows represent IDS positions, e.g. by the data center
(cloud providers) or the internet service provider (ISP) for corporate private clouds.
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Figure 1: System Model - IDS Taxonomy Classes: System, Data and Scheme (left) and Cloud Service Deployment

Models (right). The attributes in each taxonomy class ( i.e. network) can only be mapped to (IaaS) service

model.

IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS service models offer different protection schemes for the applications
deployed (depicted as a plus sign). From the cloud users prospective, applications deployed
closer to the hypervisor ring (e.g. on IaaS) have greater protection layers (depicted as double
rings and dotted circles as moving further away from IaaS). The arrows and gears represent
positioning additional protection schemes like firewalls at the ISP found in private clouds or the
data centers in public clouds. Its intuitive to see that these layering schemes are easier to map a
simplified IDS capabilities on such environments.

We consider the traditional network and host taxonomy under the Systems class (depicted in
the 1st roller). The main rationale behind our grouping is due to the cloud deployment models
where the line between the host and network is merged into the guest and the host. For example,
SaaS and PaaS deployment models have no access to the network traffic and the host machine
due to the multi-tenancy nature of the cloud. Therefore, the Systems class covers everything
including the network, host, guest, the topology, and the architecture.

Data collected and the scheme used to detect intrusion are critical to the success of the IDS
because different abstraction layers of the cloud offer different data sources and permissible IDS
scheme deployments. Therefore, we classify Data and Scheme independently, where the data
can be the network traffic data, logs, or system audit trails the Scheme is simply the scheme
implemented the IDS system. For example, anomalous-based, behaviour-based, signature-based,
and proactive monitoring (continuous monitoring), etc.

Anomalous-based intrusion capabilities available for the applications are in direct relation to
their deployed service ring. For example, its intuitive to see network traffic data cannot be
collected from an application deployed in SaaS unless customized tenant traffic is directed to the
users VM by the cloud provider. Additional data sources in this ring include: audit trails logs,
applications or database logs, the cloud providers logs (for billing purposes), and application
signatures (HMAC hashes).

Additional logs at the platform level (e.g. detailed OS logs, application servers, etc.) are
available in PaaS. The traditional anomalous behavior found in these applications and system
logs include function calls made/logged, temporary files written somewhere, failed connections
to a system or database, or too many unsuccessful login attempts. Using these as the key data
sources for the IDS, one can detect specific threats. However, if the guest OS/VM is compromised
and undetected, the integrity of these logs is difficult to verify, thereby, receiving logs/signatures
the attacker prepared for the IDS.

As noted earlier, threats that bypass defensive solutions within the OS can be detected below
the OS, a mechanism known as Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI). However, cloud user-
controlled VMI-based IDS solutions are only available in IaaS. Note that VMI-based or other
proprietary solutions are typically employed in PaaS and SaaS by the providers. Each service
deployment model offers different data sources and enumerating unknown threats to craft for
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specific IDS is cumbersome and ineffective. Therefore, applications need to be deployed based
on their critically of protection needs into the appropriate service models (rings) and map the
traditional IDS solutions suitable for that ring or craft if needed. To simplify the mapping process,
we introduce a decision support matrix (discussed next).

3.2 Deployment Decision Support Matrix

Determining the target spot for IDS deployment for applications in cloud platforms is highly
dependent on two factors; the threat model and the available data source to derive the anomalous
behavior from. In other words, the fundamental question is what we consider anomalous behavior
under a given threat and what are the data sources that we need to collect and derive the undesired
behavior from? Thereby, the data sources are the key determining factor of the success or failure
(miss or high false alarm rates) of the IDS solution deployed. Since this work is focused on the
taxonomy simplification for targeted deployment, we don’t consider covering the proposed IDS
alarm rate accuracy.

Table I: IDS Decision Matrix

Provider Model System Data Scheme

SaaS N/A App logs, Audit logs, etc. Signature, Behavior, etc.

PaaS N/A OS logs, App logs, Audit logs, etc Host, Signature, Behavior, etc.

IaaS VMI Live Memory snapshots Proactive and Reactive

Table 1 show the decision matrix; the cloud provider model in column one, the IDS system in
column 2, and Data and scheme used for a given threat in columns 3 and 4. We use a motivating
example use case scenario (discussed next) with the system model reference in Figure 1 to show
how the entries are filled in for a given IDS solution.

3.3 Use Case Scenario

Enumerating possible threats and defensive IDS tools to illustrate the benefits of the proposed
simplified mapping scheme is infeasible, using the decision support matrix in Table 1 entries; we
show how the targeted solution adopts to the threats of a given intrusion use case.

Consider an adversary compromising a VM node using kernel root kit, or other methods. The
adversary can be an attacker or authorized users with escalated privileges, a valid assumption
in cyber space. For effective prevention strategy, we are interested in solutions that are outside
the VM that we are trying to protect. Thus, we develop a lightweight VMI-based IDS solution
for this threat. VMI-based solutions can only be deployed in IaaS service models. Given the
threat and the solution approach, we fill the matrix (Table 1) entries in SaaS and PaaS System
columns with N/A which means that system-level or architectural solutions are not available in
these service deployment models. Data and Schemes available in that service model, as described
earlier, are also filled in their appropriate columns.

Our lightweight, VMI-based solution pro-actively gathers live memory data through time in-
tervals and reactively take an action if incidents are detected in the given memory data struc-
tures, thereby, the entry of System column is VMI and Data column is memory data structure
snapshots, and Scheme column, as the name implies, is filled with our proactive and reactive.
Proactive is typically defined as the continuous monitoring or system observation while reactive
is the reaction or the response upon detecting abnormal or intrusion behavior. To illustrate our
intrusion scenario, we adopted two stealthy attacks that are difficult to detect inside the VM:

(1) Attack 1: We mimic a node compromise by logging into the VM, stopping the victim process,
and starting a malicious one with the same name but different functionality; presumably
stealing data. The process is a small c program that simply prints a counter value, its process
ID, and a function name print() and sleeps for few seconds in a continues loop.
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Figure 2: High level Architecture - The bottom of the stack is the hardware. On top of the hardware is the

Hypervisor, a Xen or a KVM. Note, only one hypervisor can be deployed on any given node. We used Xen in our

experiments as depicted the data follow (arrows) between the guest OS and the host. The Virtual Machine Manager
(Virt-Manager) (top left) enables provisioning/de-provisioning VM resources (CPU, Memory, etc) through the

libvirt library, a library for virtualization. We used libvmi to intercept calls between the guest and the host

depicted in the laptop.

(2) Attack 2: To bypass the detection scheme used for attack1, in this attack, we hijack the
application by loading/injecting a shared library and diverting to make additional function
calls without stopping the process, print2() in this case, that are implemented in the injected
shared library. In a realistic setting, some applications have many runtime dependencies
and may be orchestrated with other applications. Restarting the process causes to break the
dependencies or the chain, thereby triggering an alarm.

Since the focus of this work is to detect anomalous behavior in the cloud platforms, we will
not discuss the details of the attack implementation. For those interested, the program and the
application hijacking attack process used in this work are downloaded from the public domain.

4. EVALUATIONS

A typical cloud computing node consist of a host OS using a hypervisor (Xen or KVM) to
virtualize the computing hardware resources, and a guest OS to deploy applications. A high-level
architecture of our evaluation system model is depicted in Figure 2 above. The key objective of
our use case scenario is to prevent intrusions of the Apps (App1, App2, App3,..) on the Guest
OS through the Host OS with libvmi. The detection process is as follows:

(1) Start the application to be protected in the guest VM.

(2) Take memory snapshots in time intervals at the host OS.

(3) Analyze life memory data structure in real time and alarm any changes as an intrusion.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted our experiments on a single machine from a private cloud built on OpenStack,
open source cloud management software stack, from a cluster of Dell Z400 machines with Intel
Xeon 3.2 GHZ Quad-Core with 8MB of Memory. A high level architecture of the platforms
and tools used in this research is depicted in Figure 2 above, and the system-level details of the
experimental Platform is depicted in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Experimental Platform - A Virtual Machine Manager (VMM, reffered as, VirtManager), an open source

VM management tool, is depicted in the top right window. The VMM allows us to create, destroy, and graphically

login to VMs. Highlighted is a VM named Ayden used for the experiments shown below the VMM with the attack
scenario application running. On the left window is our VMI-based IDS running on the host OS.

Figure 4a Attack1 (left) and 4b Attack2-hijacked application (right) - Attack1 is simply a control-c to terminate

the program and restarting it. Note the counter also restarted. Attack2 show the corrupted counter value and

print2() function call made from the injected shared library while still printing it’s process ID 1958. This attack
is performed from another shell window that manipulate return address of the function calls of the running app.
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Figure 5: Attack1 Detection by process ID differences ([PID 1688] name: attack1...) - The process started with
ID 1681 and then showed up with 1688 as depicted in Fig. 4a.

Figure 6: Attack1 Detection by the process's offset start address differences 3c650000 ..vs... 3b949700.

Figure 7: Attack2 Detection - Detected the changes of the start of each address block within the program. This

address block shift was caused by the memory block allocated for the shared library of the malicious code that

implement print2().

4.2 Experimental Results

For attack1 (Figure 4a), the victim process started with a process ID 1681, as expected, a new
process ID 1688 was given to our malicious application after we restarted. A kernel rootkit can
easily hide process ID from the process list, making it difficult to detect such intrusion within
inside the VM. In Fig. 5, we detected the intrusion due to our target applications attack1 process
ID.

Note that, initially, the process started with ID 1681 at the offset 3b949700 and the process
restarted with process ID 1688 and the same the offset 3b949700 as shown in Fig.5 above. This
was a special case which clearly show that the hypervisor reassigns the address offset as soon as
a process is terminated. Typically, restarting a process gets assigned with a new process ID 1767
and a new process address offset Target App...Offset[3c650000vs...3b949700 as shown in Fig. 6.
We detected such anomalies in either case; by simply verifying the existence of our applications's
process ID or changes of the propram's associated starting address at the hypervisor level (below
the compromised OS). However, when dealing with insidious attackers, this detection scheme
can be easily bypassed by hijacking the application and altering the process's behavior without
terminating the process as we showed in attack2 in Fig. 4b.

Dealing with attack2, we began evaluating entire region of the application's address space to
detect anomalies. The memory data structure snapshot contains the continuous address block of
the running applications. We stored the first two hex characters of each block's starting address
in order to prevent performance overhead inherent in live memory analysis. We then compare the
incoming scan results of our target application in time-intervals. We detected the block starting
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address differed when we hijacked the application, thereby, shifting the address at position df as
shown in Fig. 7. This shift in address space was due to the injected library physical address
space allocated by the hypervisor. Thus, this clearly shows the benefits of the simple yet effective
matrix (Table 1) as a guide for deploying an adoptable targeted IDS solution.

5. RELATED WORK

Many different cloud-based IDS solutions have been proposed in recent years. For example, [
Bhaduri et al. 2013] proposed a scheme for detecting abnormal machine characteristics in cloud
using machine performance data integrated into ganglia (an open source distributed monitoring
system). An automatic management framework for compute cloud systems using a machine
learning approach in institution-wide network presented in [Smith et al. 2010].

There are wide array of research of IDS deployment techniques, a notable one closely related
to our work is presented in [Mazzariello et al. 2010]. Authors investigated detecting anomalies at
the network-level originated by misbehaving customers. A practical scheme of defending Denial-
of-Service (DoS) attacks on SIP protocols (Session Initiation Protocol) using Eucalyptus cloud
management software stack which is equally as widely adopted as the OpenStack used in our
experiments is presented. Our work is complimentary to the above as we target user application
threats.

A Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) library was first introduced by authors in [Garinkel
et al. 2003]. Early works include protecting Unix program such as; ls, ps, etc. In recent years,
VMI-based solutions have shown an increased interest in the commercial domain to offer a layered
set of security services to the cloud users for specific products like IBM Tivoli products or HP
system Insights. Other notable hypervisor-based IDS schemes in the literature include detecting
kernel module integrity on VMs based on windows operation systems [Ahmed et al. 2012] or using
signatures generated pre-instantiation of the VM. Monitoring system calls between the VMs and
its host kernel using Hidden Markov Model to classify VM behavior was proposed in [ Alarifi
et al. 2013]. Most recently, an efficient VMI scheme is introduced in [Kourai et al. 2014]. In this
work, we expanded the VMI capabilities for anomaly-based intrusion detection in application
runtime.

6. CONCLUSION

Traditional anomaly-based intrusion detection schemes fall short when confronting the challenges
of dynamic, on-demand, and variable deployment and service models inherent in the cloud com-
puting paradigm. We proposed a simple yet effective taxonomy to aid on determining IDS
positioning for maximum detection in such environments. A deployment decision matrix with a
VMI-based IDS solution is introduced and a realistic use case scenario is used to illustrate the pro-
posed scheme. We investigate mapping additional IDS solutions for SaaS and PaaS deployment
models and true/false and negative/positive alarm rates in our future work.
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